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A guide to advertising in JLife Leeds

Welcome to JLife, the A4 glossy news and lifestyle bi-monthly magazine
for the Jewish community and LS17, delivered to homes and businesses in
Alwoodley, Shadwell and Moortown. Our readership is between 30,000 –
35,000.
Now in our thirteenth year, the magazine has developed into a well
read title across all communities in this affluent area. Not only is it hand
delivered to homes, it’s now available at Waitrose, Marks & Spencer,
Sainsbury’s Extra’s and David Lloyd amongst many others including
restaurants, bars, dental and doctors surgeries, shops within North Leeds.
The magazine also get uploaded to our website where we have over 3000
unique users per month increasing presence and profile.
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JLIFE OFFERS:
• 14,000 copies in Leeds
• 8 weeks coverage
• Distributed via home delivery/ schools/
communal pick up points

& More!

• Fantastic value with our 8 week cycle, the
magazine is kept around
• Great quality product reflecting the

• Editorial and online support as standard
with series bookings
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AMADEUS AMADEUS
river cruise through
Lynne Coates takes a luxurious
Serenade’.
Holland and Belgium for a ‘Tulip
us
As our chauffeur-driven BMW delivered
docks in
from Schiphol airport to the riverside
how popular
Amsterdam, it was apparent just
row of
river cruising has become. Row upon
side, bobbed
gleaming vessels, moored side by
quickly
harmoniously in the sunshine. We
spotted ours, Amadeus Silver II.
captain
Our ship, (it is not a boat, as our
the
in
vessels
explained), is one of the newest
Amadeus fleet. The stylishly contemporary
wardrobes
staterooms have spacious walk-in
with
and a cleverly designed shower room
plus
handy little shelves for stacking toiletries,
applying
effective mirror lighting (great for
floor to
make-up!). Essential on a river cruise,
scenic
ceiling cabin windows allow the passing
Breakfast,
landscapes to become living wallpaper.
ship’s main
lunch and dinner are served in the
breakfast
dining room. For late risers a light
an
where
lounge,
is available in the Panorama
tea are
alternative buffet lunch and afternoon
of food
also served. The variety and quality
cruises,
on board is superb and, as on most
in the way
indulgently excessive! There is little
full days,
of evening entertainment, but after
over a
lively conversations with fellow passengers
of wine,
delicious dinner and copious amounts

• A lifestyle format in keeping with exclusive high
end retail, leisure and services

CELEBRATING OUR 12TH ANNIVERSARY IN 2018
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• Full colour A4 glossy lifestyle, community and
news mix
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Features Include:

• High net worth audience and loyal readership

quality of our sponsors
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in
of the largest Ultra-Orthodox communities
Tempting
near to the
medieval cities of Gent and Bruges.
the Diaspora. Most work and live
streets
shops
aromas permeate the medieval cobbled
city’s Diamond district, where jewellery
offers
of both cities, where varieties of chocolate
abound. The Diamondland museum
Gent,
specialist
shops abound – paradise for chocoholics!
visitors the opportunity to see the
Manhattan, is
stones
often referred to as the medieval
process of diamond cutting and preparing
historic cities
for sale in
reputedly one of the most beautiful
for jewellery – the dazzling display
towers
Also
in Europe, with its three grand mediaeval
the showroom is tantalisingly tempting!
as
known
Bruges,
skyline.
MAS museum,
forming the unique
worth visiting in Antwerp is the
maze
floors of
the 'Venice of the North', is a charming
a contemporary building with ten
with
up to
of winding, cobbled streets interspersed
thought-provoking exhibitions, leading
old city walls,
panoramic
romantic canals. Once inside the
an open roof terrace with staggering
to navigate,
the historic centre of Bruges is easy
views over the city.
for
and delightful to explore.
Of course, the Netherlands are renowned
were
cruise was all
The two major cities on our itinerary
their windmills and flowers. This
taking in the
included a
Antwerp and Brussels, where tours,
about both. Our last day on board
previously
mills, built
main highlights, were on offer. Having
visit to Kinderdijk, where 19 sturdy
Antwerp.
explore
to
works
visited Brussels we chose
in 1740, are now preserved as historical
it has one
Known as the ‘last shtetl in Europe’

Flower
and museums; and to the Keukenhof
garden displays,
Gardens. One of Europe's largest
public for eight
WINTER
opens to the
onlyHOME
Keukenhof
STYLE
blown
weeks of the year. We were completely
gardens
away by the vast, eye-wateringly beautiful
Blue Velvet
varieties
Colour
mixing, including combining
with their vibrant, multi-coloured,
the latest trend of
wasn't long
deep emerald
greens with other bold shades
of flowers — an afternoon simply
continues to
influence designers. No more
enough to take it all in.
so than in Jasper Conran’s
river
aboutcollection
relaxing
furniture
There is something deeply first
for Debenhams this
theJchanging
This
by Jasper Conran velvet 'Ellsworth’ winter.
cruising. The pace is gentle and
armchair
river with
celebrates
the beauty of simple design
landscapes on either side of the
twinned with
strokable, glimpse
uninterrupted views allow for a teasingrich materials. The blue armchair is designed
from a textured
it is afabric that
is enriched with colour while
into inhabitants' lifestyles. Certainly
II
the
Silver
smooth
Amadeus
delightful way to travel — and pointed legs add an element of modern refinement.
floating
ticks all the boxes required as a luxurious
Lamp:
£180
boutique hotel.

Cushion: £36
Side table: £300
Tealight holder: £20
Vase: £18
Debenhams Rug: £570
Armchair: £850
Debenhams.com

Soft
TOUCH

includes
Price based on 5th April 2018 and
London flights (regional flights available
has a 15% early return
full board with
Amadeus River Cruises currently
on request), all non-UK transfers,
including
with lunch
booking discount on 2018 departures
free-flowing wine, beer and soft drinks
which start
its seven-night Tulip Serenade cruises
Kosher food is available.
of over £300. and dinner.
from just £1099pp, which is a saving

Details:

AMADEUS SILVER II

experience.
laid stones on them – an emotive
off to their
we entered
most passengers are ready to head
Cruising through the Netherlands
friendly and
for its beaches,
comfortable beds. The delightfully
the province of Zeeland, known
immaculately
moored
hard-working crew, keep the ship
water sports and Delta Works. We
The city’s
clean and running smoothly.
up near the capital, Middelburg.
Volendam,
and
Day one had us tasting Gouda in
distinctive architecture, historic monuments as
Polder
former glory
learning how water levels in the Dutch
vibrant shopping scene reflect its
and
landscape are controlled by pumping,
trading cities of the Dutch East
major
the
of
one
fishing
the picturesque
wandering through picturesque old
India Company. While exploring
town of Edam
villages. We heard that even in the
alleyways we discovered a small synagogue
cycling is a
tourists from
the Dutch prefer Gouda and that
where, by chance, a group of Israeli
We were
lifestyle — not just a mode of transport.
another Amadeus ship, were visiting.
Arnhem,
to
visit
a
of
included
one
by
itinerary
Our
able to listen in to a talk being given
operation
that Samuel
site of the Second World War battle
the synagogue members and learnt
film, A Bridge
Israel – who
'Market Garden', (portrayed in the
Ben Israel, son of Menasseh Ben
1st Airborne
Cromwell
Too Far) where, in 1944, the British
was responsible for negotiating with
Jews – is
Division and the Polish 1st Independent
for England and its colonies to accept
task of securing
burial
Parachute Brigade were given the
buried in Middleburg, at the Sephardic
the strategic bridge at Arnhem. Hopelessly
outside the city wall. The synagogue,
located
site
the
World War,
outnumbered by the Germans defending
partially destroyed during the Second
suffered
to be built
bridge, both the British and Polish
was restored in 1994. It was the third
Museum
Age. In
terrible losses. We visited the Airborne
in the Netherlands during the Golden
took place,
there is a
in Oosterbeck, where the main battles
the hall of Middleburg railway station
with original
of Zeeland
a brilliantly constructed exhibition
plaque of remembrance for the Jews
we visited
death camps
artefacts, film and photos. Afterwards,
who started their journey to the
who lost
returned to the
the cemetery where most of the soldiers,
from there. Only a small number
headstones
250 families
their lives, are buried. Rows of white
city and, today, there are around
as young men,
are testament to the futility of war,
of the synagogue, though it
members
as
registered
side. Together
the province.
of all faiths, are laid to rest side by
is thought there are more Jews in
we
the
with some of our fellow Jewish passengers, and
Cruising on to Belgium, we visited
of David,
identified those marked with a Star

Jlifemagazine.co.uk

Fred.\ on
For further information contact
.co.uk or
0800 035 6411, sales@fredrivercruises
visit Amadeus-rivercruises.co.uk.
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Stroke-worthy textures and
luxurious materials are a
must for this year’s winter
home. Tempt your senses
with these irresistibly touchab
le furnishings.
Run the Joules

MIDDLEBURG ALLEYWAYS

August / September 2017

It isn’t just big, comfy seating
festooned with
cushions that can create a sense
of plush
splendour, however. Footstools
and poufs are
a great way to add another
design element to a
room and choosing contrasting
materials or a
complimenting hue from the
rest of the space can
really make a feature of a piece
of furniture long
deemed inessential.
DFS’s first collaboration with
British country
clothing company, Joules, is
the highlight of its
new winter range, and this
blue storage footstool
is available from selected DFS
stores,
the Birstall branch, from November including
2017. The
Joules floral ‘Cambridge’ print
is hidden under
the lid for a surprising design
feature that is
impossible to resist.
£425
Dfs.co.uk
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2. Jute Suits

Textures in the home don’t
have to cost the
earth, though. A well-placed
jute rug has been a
favourite of designers for a
few years now, thanks
to its durability and versatility.
Whether you
want to create a cover a high
traffic area such as
a hallway or a social spot such
as a dining space,
jute rugs match with most
decors and remain a
great investment.
JLife has chosen a jute border
rug from the Ideal
Home range at Very.com. It
is available in three
different sizes and bordered
design colours: grey,
red and duck egg.
From £39.99
39
Very.com
3. That Touch of Mink
Adding texture will instantly
inject notes of
warmth to any room. Jewish
interior designer
Kelly Hoppen has made the
big bucks by staying

on the cutting edge of trends,
and her diamondstitched velvet bed runner
adds depth and
contrast to a 2017 bedroom
scheme.
The mink colour and texture
subtly enhance
the other, allowing the eye
to clearly see the
incorporated detail. The sateen
border finishes
the piece and provides another
layer of contrast.
£80
Kellyhoppen.com

4. Nomad Rush

Like a little cotton ball in your
home, this threelegged Nomad stool from London-based
luxury
furniture and accessories boutique,
Sweet Pea and
Willow, make a cute final addition.
Made from
100% wool placed on eucalyptus
wood legs, this
softly upholstered and tactile
item is a natural
mix of materials to create a
homely feel.
£105
Sweetpeaandwillow.com

Jlifemagazine.co.uk
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Main Issue Sponsor

(includes back page, front page curl up & a
quarter page teaser) £1500.00

Full Page (297 x 210mm)		
Half Page (130 x 185mm)		
Half Page (266 x 90mm)		
Quarter Page (130 x 90mm)
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Harte

From the
e Cressida
? This travel friendly five-piec
Going on a spring getaway
foundation
includes a big powder brush,
Harte makeup brush set
brush, all
lip brush, angular eyebrow
brush,
ow
big
brush, eyeshad
for organisation, while being
pouch
zip
tte
leathere
soft
within a
extra cosmetics in too.
enough to fit all your other
ensure
iendly microfibres, the brushes
and
Using super-soft vegan-fr
perfectly and can be cleanly
makeup glides on the face
spring,
last
for travelling. Launched
conveniently stored away
products.
UK delivery on all its makeup
Cressida Harte offers free

Full Page Advertorial

£22
Cressidaharte.com

Table Settings

130 x
90mm

a desk? You
A makeup station? Or even
table from furniture
decide with this dressing
hidden under the
designers, Vox. With a mirror
to hold your makeup,
space
storage
plus
top
table
day then just lower the
get yourself ready for the
table becomes a desk.
top and this handy little
lines will add a touch
The simple design and clean
r it is placed. The
of Scandinavian style whereve for holding all
is ideal
inclusion of two drawers
using it for work or
those essentials, so whether
sure to be a welcome
play, this dressing table is
addition.

Throne Rea

Thanks to beauty bra
Urban Decay, you can
makeup to your Game
character of choice. In
our favourite places i
and the strong women
Kingdoms, this collecti
create looks inspired by
House Targaryen, Ho
and the White Walke
much has been anno
the collection at the
to print, the release
Instagram video hint
ice theme complete
blues and classic

£525
Cuckooland.com

297 x 210mm

Urbandecay
The final season of G
starts on 15th April o

130 x 185mm

£850.00
£495.00
£495.00
£275.00
£75.00
£40.00

Discount Rates

!

Hollywood Squares

Artwork should be
supplied as highresolution PDF,
JPEG or TIFF with
all fonts outlined
and 3mm bleed on
full page ads.

We give special rates for repeated purchases, charity
organisations & agencies:

10% OFF - 2 Issues
15% OFF - 4 Issues
20% OFF - 6 Issues

on’s favourite
JLife highlights this seas
and furniture –
makeup accessories
exclusive!
plus a Game of Thrones

£1000.00

Free Editorial

Advertise in 4 issues
(quarter page minimum)
to receive a FREE
editorial feature, the size
of your largest booked
advertisement.

Make It Up

SPRING BEAUTY

by Elaine
Hollywood Mirrors was founded artist for
makeup
Wilkinson, a professional
this makeup mirror
12 years. Based in Elland,
doing their
to
used
too
all
those
company helps
standard lighting.
makeup in the dark using
having perfect
Flawless makeup starts with
complexion of the
the
see
can
you
so
lighting
this, you need a
skin in great detail. To do
white bulbs as they
makeup mirror with cool
l and brighter than
are four times more powerfu
light.
standard lighting or natural
in mind and suitable
Designed with the home
room, and with
for the bedroom or a dressing glamour, this
od
an added sprinkle of Hollywo you get your
helps
is a movie star mirror that
makeup right every time.

n
o
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FASHION
ROSH HASHANAH Baggage Claim
charming cosmetic
in this
Transport your cosmetics
boasts a vibrant green
bag from Sara Miller which
spring time exotic birds,
finish depicting a flock of
s in Art Deco inspired
perched on golden branche
pattern throughout.

£199
Hollywoodmirrors.co.uk

choices
Consider JLife’s
l and
for attending shuJlifemagaz
rations
New Year celeb
y.
this high holida

£30
Johnlewis.com
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es
deep aubergine finish
This felt fedora in
while still allowing
off any smart outfit
ble
tful in shul. Availa
you to remain respec
mber.
Septe
from
oon
in Mons
£29
Uk.monsoon.co.uk

10% OFF - Prepay
15% OFF - Charity
10% OFF - Agency Commission

Back in Black

always a safe bet f
Hobbs London is
s, and Hobbs’ ‘Im
long-lasting staple
versatile addition
black boots are a
as stylish, you c
outfit. Snug as well
as you visit fami
sure to stay comfy
period
friends over the festive
£189
Hobbs.co.uk

Website Advertising All rates + vat
Static Banner on All Pages - 6 months £300.00
Static Business Square on Home Page - 6 months £200.00
Rotating Featured Business Square on Home Page - 6 months £100.00

WEBSITE PRESENCE LINKS FROM OUR HOMEPAGE TO YOUR WEBSITE!

DIGITAL	 All rates + vat

Stars in Your Eyes

hot fro
dress,
U
edition &
CULT
This limited ARTS
er’s brand n
of Marks and Spenc
is a modest ye
winter collection,
heading
for
e
choic
d
sophisticate
the dress
striking celestial print, Edition
ed
part of the new Limit and mid
is favouring easy pleats . Finish
for the coming season a stat
gs and
shimmering earrin
complete the look
Dress: £45
Earrings: £12.50
Belt: £12.50
Shoes: £35
Marksandspencer.co

THE ARTS LIST
Coat Tale

the
s to shift towards
The weather begin
so why not keep warm
end of September,
er key piece from
and dry with anoth
from
coat
er? This trench
a
Marks and Spenc
raph collection is
its ever-reliable Autog
cal item to wear when
flattering and practi
place.
to
going place
£89
From
m
Marks
sh ncer.co
Jewiandspe

RY
HISsTO
and its
Leed
Community

THEletATRE
Ham

FILM
e in Dagenham –

Mad
of
Celebrating 100 Years
Women’s SuffrageJlifemag

86

E-Shots

Exclusive e-shot created in-house and sent to our database £499.00

E-Shot Banner

Exclusive banner at the base of our magazine e-shot sent to our database £299.00

Social Media

You can use our Facebook and Twitter feeds for FREE by following/liking each other!

We also offer support services such as SEO Optimisation,
Web Design, Blogging, Web Maintenance and much more.

Get a fresh approach to your marketing - contact us.

t: 0845 052 2911 f: 0113 230 2847

info@nutsforprint.co.uk

www.jlifemagazine.co.uk

JLife Ltd Unit 7, Gemini Business Park, Sheepscar Way, Leeds LS7 3JB

Derek Fraser brings
Professor of British history,
, building on local
together the latest research
a small community was
studies to explore how
Victorian influx of poor
transformed by the late
Empire to become the
migrants from the Russian
ent in Britain.
third largest Jewish settlem
s, Context,
Arranged in three section
rs, the book gives a
Chronology and Contou
w of how Leeds’ Jews
comprehensive overvie
and how the city has
have influenced the city
nity. 13 contributing
influenced the commu
s very own Hebrew
authors (including Makor’
bring this definitive
literature tutor Ian Vellins)
story from the midhistory of the Leeds Jewish
day.
1800s right up to the present

Published on 29th March
University Press.

Leeds Playhouse puts
From 1st to 30th March,
one of Shakespeare’s
a contemporary spin on
Amy Leach for the
finest works directed by

here and now.
from university
As a young woman returns
her father her world is
to attend the funeral of
ed by grief and
turned upside-down. Consum
murder, the show
a vow to avenge his brutal
journey through an
embarks on a treacherous
ting love, betrayal and
imperfect world, confron
madness.
highly-acclaimed
Tessa Parr follows up her
Playhouse’s recent
portrayal of Juliet in Leeds
Juliet with the lead
production of Romeo and
vibrant, visceral
a
be
role in what promises to
greatest plays in the
production of one of the
English language.

by Manchester

HT
THOtoUG
Have a Good Day

will screen 201
On 1st March, Seven Arts
Dagenham to m
comedy drama, Made in
in the UK.
years of women’s suffrage
factory w
Charting the fight of female
for equal pay,
the Ford Dagenham plant
ined factory w
tells a story of one determ
es out on strike in
who leads her colleagu
working cond
hope of eradicating unfair
during the la
and sexual discrimination
a chance to e
The screening provides
and celebrate o
critically acclaimed film
rks for women’
most significant landma
the history of the UK.

Leedsplayhouse.org.uk.

TURE
LITERA
Festival
Milim

Sevenleeds.co.uk.

SOMETHING
FOR THE KIDS
Horrible Histories:inA
New Barmy Brita

B

How

Etz Chaim
Synagogue
welcomes worldclass speaker, Kate
Pearlman-Shaw
to lead its annual
M'lava Malka and
David Shiffer
Memorial Lecture
on 2nd February.
Kate is a clinical
psychologist
specialising in
18 years in the NHS
behaviour change, serving
practice with clients
before working in private
s. Her inspiring lecture
including British Airway
and think about
stop
to
guests
age
will encour
our behaviours. The
the emotions underlying
rse kosher meal
talk is followed by a two-cou ian options
vegetar
with
person,
per
£17
at
g is recommended to
available. Early bookin
avoid disappointment.

Etzchaim.co.uk.

for
fourth annual Festival
On 28th February the
a discussion by LeedsJewish Words opens with
of The New York
born Tim Marshall, writer
phy.
Geogra
of
rs
Times bestselling Prisone
7th March,
On World Book Day on
will explore her book,
Professor Griselda Pollock
the Theatre of Memor y,
Charlotte Salomon and
of Salomon’s
etation
interpr
a long-awaited, new
artwork.
singular and complex modern
Natasha Solomons,
Novelist and screenwriter
that have
novels
four
of
author
a bestselling
languages will also be in
been translated into 17
attendance at the festival.

Milim.org.uk.

le Hist
Prepare yourselves as Horrib Febr
25th
to Harrogate Theatre on
ed West En
debut tour of its revamp
featuring all new scenes.
a
With a reputation for leaving
le Histori
gruesome bits in, Horrib
the ruthle
into Britain’s past, from
terrible
her
and
I
th
Queen Elizabe
Tudor k
can see live on stage Mary
of Scots, di
spots off Mary Queen
train ride,
to survive the first ever
and he
Pepys
Samuel
of
the world
s man!
detectives find the headles

Harrogatetheatre.co.uk.
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